We consider in this paper indefinite forms (forms which represent both positive and negative integers) as well as positive forms (those which represent only nonnegative integers).
All number symbols which appear in this paper represent integers.
In [3] it is shown that every primitive ternary quadratic form is equivalent to a primitive form in which the coefficients of 2xz and 2xy are one and zero respectively. In this present paper we find that any ternary quadratic form/* is equivalent to a form/= (1) mx = min{ I f2(x, y, z) | :f2(x, y, z) ^ 0}.
Then f2 is equivalent to a form fx = [a, bx, C\, rx, sx, tx] 3 mx -\ a\, a is represented primitively by f2 and gx\ g where (2) gx -(a, t1} sx) and g = (a, d).
Proof [l] . Let a=f2(kx, k, nx) where mx-\f2(kx, lx, nx)\. Then (K lx, «i) = l, for, if (kx, h, nx)=g2>l, then f2(kx/g2, lx/g,_, nx/g2) = a/g2. But Ia\ /g2< \a\, contradicting the definition of a. Hence a is represented primitively by/2. Further if g3 = (kx, If), then (gz, nx) = 1 and there exist integers k2, l2, k3 and w3skxl2-lxki = g3, and g3nz -nxk3 = 1. Then the transformation [Ma, kl ki klk3/g3 (3) r = 7 7 hk3/g3 «i 0 n% has determinant | P'| =1, since «3(£i7 -k4i) + nikz/g%(ktli -kih)
-(ga«3 -n1k3)(kili -kJ,/)/g3 = 1.
Thus T' applied to/2 gives an equivalent form. Also, this equivalent form is /1 having a as the coefficient of x2.
To show that gi\g, observe that aA+tiTi+SiSi Thus we must show that there exists a triple (p, a, y) s (12) k' = di(t"a + s"y) = + 1 -a'p, with (a, y) = 1.
Since (a', t', s') = 1 then (13) (<7, a') = 1.
Hence by (13) there exists an integer p j (14) a'p = ± 1 (mod d/), i.e., ±1 -a'p = did lor some integer 8. All solutions of (14) are given by
where p0, 0o is any solution of (14)2 and 8' is an arbitrary integer. By
By (15)2 (a', 80) = 1. Thus by Dirichlet's theorem there exists aB'i
where dt is a prime and > (18) (d2, a') = 1.
By (11)2 there exists integers a and 7 9
(19) t"a + s"y = d2 and (20) (a, y) = 1.
(Suppose a prime p| (a, 7). Then p=di. By taking 0s(0, d/) = l, we obtain a' = a+s"d>, y'=y-t"<p as a solution of (19) with (a', 7') = 1.
For if (a', 7')>7 then (a', y')=a\. Thus di\s"<j> and <7|/"<£ which contradicts (11)2 since (<p, d/) = 1.) Hence by (16)2, (17) and (19) there exists p triple (p, a, 7) satisfying (12)2 with (a, 7) = 1. Thus by (12) we note that (21) (k', a') = 1.
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In view of (7)2 we want to find 5 and 8 » (22) ad -By = 1.
All solutions of (22) are given by
where d0, B0 is any solution of (22) and n is an arbitrary integer. Thus by (5), (6),, (8),, (9) and (23)
Hence it is seen by (21), that (24) has a solution in cr and n. Any such solution gives a triple (cr, p\ 8) 9 (24) holds, and (8)s with 5 = 0 also holds. [In fact all solutions of (24) are given by
where cr0, «o is any solution of (24) and k is an arbitrary integer. Thus
by (23) and (25) we determine 8 and 5 by
Remarks. The transformation which replaces y by -z and z byy applied to/ of Theorem 2 gives a new form in which a remains unchanged, the coefficient of 2xz is +gx and the coefficient of 2:ry is zero. However we give Theorems 3 and 4 for the purpose of numerical calculation. with / = 0 and (a, 7) = 1. We now seek a solution of (24) Since (27) holds, the desired transformation in (7) exists. (ii) We choose the smallest possible divisors \t\ and \s\ oi g, subject to (i).
(iii) If/2 is equivalent to/where t\g and 5 = 0 and also to/ where s\g and / = 0, we choose the latter as the reduced form provided (i) and (ii) are satisfied.
Remarks where X = 2x+3y + 2z, and y= F. Thus we take x=p, y=a, and z=7 with X= F = 0 and z= -1 so that/i= -2=6. Then 2p+3a = 2 holds with a = 0 and p = l. Note that7 = z=-l.
Thus ( 
